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durai ramanujam was designated as
satyamurthy, while thalapathy

dinesh was designated as
anand.[116] priya anand composed

the film score and score for the
film,[117] while c. ramchander

wrote the songs.[118] k. v. guhan
composed the background

score.[119] the film's production
started in may 2013.[120] except

for ha thakka lihaga, the rest of the
film dealt with young characters,
which the producers felt 'was the

right age'.[121] the film was mostly
shot in and around chittoor, but a

few scenes were also shot in
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chennai, kerala, and mumbai.
thalapathy dinesh was cast as the

businessman satyamurthy, a selfish
man who comes to regret his

fortune and lifestyle, and who forces
his family to give up their luxuries

and live like poor people. character-
wise, he was introduced with 'a bad
attitude' that quickly changed to 'a
more humane attitude'.[122] his

costume and look was also
researched from a specific person.
thalapathy dinesh was compared to
rajinikanth for his ability to change
his character's 'views'.[123] priya

anand was approached for the role
of satyamurthy's wife, but she

declined, instead choosing to work
on another film. durai ramanujam

was chosen as a replacement.[124]
ramachandran was chosen as the

film's hero, after thalapathy dinesh
saw his works and felt he had the

necessary qualities.[124] tollywood
actor prabhu was chosen to play

priya anand's character's husband;
prabhu would later complain about
the producer's choices.[125] priya
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anand, too, objected, but thalapathy
dinesh requested her to work,

saying that her absence in the film
would make people feel'she is not

supportive of [her husband's]
dreams'.[126] finally, a singer who

was well known for romancing 'new-
age' women was selected for the

female lead.[126] although sujeeth
was heavily marked, dharani

mandiraj was brought in for a small
role.[127] duvvaswamy sukumar
was cast as the second male lead
role, of a mass-leader who wields

his popularity in a negative
way.[128] the film's script was

written by sreenivas, who also wrote
the film premalalu.[129]
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